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Kuan Yin
There are degrees of love.
If you heat one drop of
water does not the whole
pot soon boil? It is the

Akhnaton

same with love. You are
here upon your world to
raise the temperature of
love. That is your calling
and is the only calling
regardless of the form
and avenue it takes

“You move independently within a bubble of
unending love and light. When you stop to focus
upon this you become astonished. It brings a
captivation from which incredible comfort and
strength can be drawn. It closes over old wounds
and prepares the way for the cloak of mastery. It
is like breathing for the first time, before it
became unconscious and unobserved."
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“I move my consciousness towards you and we
find our embrace, where the light of us is held
and comes into trueness and where the love
that is ours comes into conversation. Fall into
this experience and the journey that is love. It is
after all a ‘home-coming’ as Spirit embraces
itself through us.”
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Serapis Bey
It is the time for ‘falling in love’. It is the
time for the greatest romance imaginable
with the self and with the spirit of self and
then with God. You cannot fail dearest
ones, for you cannot un-be that which
you are. You may not be absent from love
- it is your very being.

Serapis Bey

“I am as close to you as the breath you take and the love we hold between
us is not separated by dimensions. To move inter-dimensionally is simply
to move with love for love dissipates all borders of dimensions.
Perception separates one dimension from another and love brings them
together. When you come into universal love all dimensions are open to
you for then all perception is yours, do you see?”
Archangel Kyrael

"Joy is joy and love is love. These things exist within the Mind of God and
therefore within us. If you each are a perpetual reflection of each other,
then the tiniest of changes, changes all. Likewise, as love exists through
you so then do all of you love. As such, there is great significance to the
reflection of your existence."
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Sanat Kumara

“The knowing of time in Spirit is a very
different experience. All the joy, laughter,
healing and guidance can be poured into the
one moment - such as this - which then finds
its placement into your year’s length. For
when you place a drop of water into a
narrow channel does it not then fill the
length of that channel? So it is with Spirit
that a moment of love and joy spans your
earth time in its entirety.”
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Kuthumi

St Germain

“In one sense, we may liken the gateway of
the heart of every soul to a ‘nerve ending’
of God. It is the means by which the
temperature of love is taken within
Creation. Love may not be measured so I
speak of the balance; a divine equilibrium
of love that maintains and moves
throughout all of Creation, this universe
and beyond. We are each a barometer in
this regard and when love is required
within this divine equilibrium then our
gateways are used.”

“When we last connected it was a joyous
experience so then I return to this joy. For
that is all it takes in Spirit in order to
reconnect - every vibration and
remembrance of joy has it location or we
may say co-ordinates. For you understand
there is no spatiality to Creation even
though you experience space as a
framework for time. So then, location is
simply ‘experience’ and a returning to it or
generation of it.
Experience forms location.”

There are things beyond existence, for
love is not of existence nor Creation but
rather, is the cause of all such things
Sananda

The instance of joy is an
immediate reconnection with
Spirit. Joy binds us together
and beauty also. Divinity is
present directly in the
experience of joy and the
love that brings it into being.
Serapis Bey
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Providing a context for joy is greater
than any meditation. It is very simple.
Joy brings you remembrance of God
Sanat Kumara

Mother Mary

Body of Light

Every experience of love that you bring in human
form becomes a portal to love. It remains in the
moment within eternity. We see then, how love
journeys to your world through the portals that
you create and continue to sustain. Every moment
of love from every human consciousness is forever
imprinted upon the fabric of your world. It is exponential, for
the more that humanity gathers love to itself then so it is more
gateways to love are open. Humanity shall reach a point of
collective consciousness that becomes one open gateway - then
God is manifested upon your world.
There is then, tremendous significance to the love that you
bring to each other. Each moment of love is like a perfect
pinprick upon a fabric of darkness in your world, enabling the
light to both escape and to pierce through. I say to you, dearest
ones, that your garment of light (which you refer to as the light
body), is the most marvellous creation for it is born from
moments of love and you build this still. It is still being woven
and is how the body of light is created.
Upon your world you would agree that to love another is a
wonderful thing to do. Love is transformational. Know that an
even greater experience of love is to BE loved. For, in your loving
of others the gateway of the heart is forged yet it is forged
greater still through the allowing of others to love you. At every
turn bring an opportunity to be loved for then you bring this gift
to the one who loves you; that they create a moment of love and
weave their body of light. To be loved is to give this gift. Come
into the resonance of this. I say to you, do not deflect the love
from others nor diminish their opportunity.

Come into your breath and come into exhilaration.
Allow the heart to quicken and the higher
consciousness that is framed in joy to reveal itself.
For consciousness is buoyant and light as a feather.
We become aware of the embrace of your many
guides and teachers. There is a beautiful love
which circulates amongst them and is reserved for you. There
is encouragement this day as you strengthen in love. I say to
you, ‘summon to you all that is yours of love across space and
time.’ Gather to you the love that is uniquely yours in the
human experience.
From across space and time of your humanness, all the love
that you have ever generated now begins to magnetise to you
returning to its source. Come into the movement as the love that
is yours in humanness forms about you. Every lifetime that you
have ever generated love begins to form a most wondrous
garment of light about you. Every particle of light within this
garment represents a moment of love that is yours. Come into
the experience of this and see how this garment builds and
grows. Every wondrous pinpoint of light is your experience of
love; the love that you have birthed in human lifetimes.
This whirlpool of love, now manifested as tangible light, is
seemingly infinite and you are surprised at what forms about
you. It is so beautiful, exquisite and unique to your
consciousness. Even more of these moments of love return to
you. For your experience in human form has crossed many
lifetimes and eons of your measurement and beyond. Each
particle of light, a moment of love. This is how your soul draws
to itself the beauty of your love. This is what your soul seeks
from the human experience across space and time.
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Melchizedek
The movement comes and
we rejoin the dance of
life. We become rich in
experience and
expansion. We gather to
ourselves like the most
radiant jewels all
lifetimes, all wonderment,
breathtaking beauty and
everything that is
exquisite within Creation,
itself beauty in motion.
You understand then the
gifts that are given upon

Serapis Bey

the spiral of life.

“We perceive laid out before us an infinite
blanket of blueprints and mandalas, symbols
and geometry. There is a realm purely of such
things. It is one perspective of the soul’s
creations. It is one avenue for Divine Mind. But
what impresses us is the astonishing activity
and how almost instantaneously as one
beautiful mandala shimmers and transitions all
else does so likewise. It is the most beautiful
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thing. It is the infinite soul-grouping expressing
its absolute beauty. We also remember that
‘light’ as wondrous and astonishing as it is, is
the simplest expression of God’s love. So then
we see before us an incredible tapestry of how
Divinity has loved us and Creation into
existence. And you are there amongst it all. Out
there you are woven - you can never be separate
from this beauty.”
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Serapis Bey

“You exist in love and are held in beauty - this is how you
can embrace those who come to you for healing. In its
simplicity it is profound and in its implementation it is
something which unfolds. You have learned from
separation that human consciousness has invented all that
troubles it. So we speak to this core wound and say again,
‘you are loved, you are beautiful, you are perfect.’
Placement within physicality is a beautiful honour
bestowed upon you by a God that understands your
worthiness. So then the wound becomes in fact a blessing.
The separation becomes an opportunity. It is so simple.”
Mary

When you have electricity it flows in all its
untempered power. You have your electrical
outlets which you plug something into and then
suddenly, the electricity becomes a lamp, a
toaster, music and so on. It is the same with love;
it is an unbridled power until perception from the
individual and collective consciousness gives it a
purpose, an effect and definition. Yet, of itself it is
none of these things but fuels them all.
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Sanat Kumara

Soul Agreement
We sense the presence of a beautiful white
light. You are part of this for there is no
separation and the light of you finds union
with the greater light of Christ Consciousness.
The movement of this Presence comes
into our awareness. It becomes intimate and
as the intimacy weaves itself about you, it is as if you have known
this Presence for all time and know it still. It comes to your
awareness that you have held this dance before and stood within
this light of Christ Consciousness. It was a time when you were in
conversation; when something passed between the two of you
and you listened. For this greater Presence took you in hand and
guidance was given and direction also. It was intimate and is
intimate still and though the love between you is powerful and
overwhelming there was a sacredness to this union.
You sense the movement and the light is all about you. It
begins to take shape and coalesces into the most astonishingly
beautiful form as the Presence of Love. You are absolutely
enchanted with the light-form before you for at the dawn of
your soul encounter with Creation this one stood beside you and
welcomed you into existence. You were born of love and the
spectrum of Christ Consciousness is simply love in embodiment
within Creation. You are now within this one moment when the
Presence returned to you and your soul came into your
perfection. It is when your soul first moved its consciousness
into human form. So then, the Presence came to be with you.
The power of love is with us and you are overwhelmed by
how much love passes between you and are astonished that one
so incredible as to embody love in consciousness, comes to be
uniquely with you at this threshold - when you first came into
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human form. There is an honouring at this
threshold that you cross where you undertake
this journey; one which lasts many aeons by
human account yet ultimately finds its
completion. Through this One you
understand the enormity of the human
journey. Many things pass between you as you are being
prepared and guided for your life within the physical realm.
Through this greater Presence you come into the sanctity of this
opportunity and its divine blessing. The greater Presence
impresses upon you the sacredness of God's will in this regard.
The Presence does not speak but rather moves through your
consciousness in pulsating waves which brings you
understanding. You feel the fullness then of how precious your
journey into humanness shall be.
Flowing from the Light to you is a vast wave of
appreciation and love. You are being reassured that this One
shall over-light you upon your journey as it does with every soul
in human form. With this reassurance you understand that you
will not falter. You assure yourself that you shall never forget
how much love you are held within while you walk the earth.
The Presence of Love over-lights you always but cannot
journey into your consciousness unless you are receptive for
that was the promise; that you find your independence so that
the journey can come into completion. In the first moment held
within the Presence of Christ Consciousness much passed
between you and you were guided, not in words but in a way
unspeakably beautiful yet powerful. For this Presence translates
from Divinity and brings into your consciousness this
translation. The moment when this occurred occurs still.

Summary
• Section
5•
Kuan Yin
“Beauty is powerful. You recognise love
and its expression of light as possibly the
most powerful and empowering energy
within Creation. Yet, I say to you that not
far behind lies beauty. It is an embrace
from within of all that is majestic and all
that has been given. Beauty confirms the
majesty of God. If we were not able to have
perception of beauty then we would have
no intimacy with our God, no pleasure
from that connection for we could not
recognise God and would turn away.
The best of all is to understand the beauty
of your soul and experience it without any
filtering, naked as it is. All veils fall from
your eyes and you see your soul as blinding
in its beauty. You would then finally
understand why you came into being, why
you are a treasure and how you are golden.
To stand in the presence of your ‘self’ in
heavenly beauty is unbelievable; as great
as any angels praise.”

♦ 	


We are here to raise the

temperature of love on our world.

♦ 	


Allowing someone to love you

brings this Light-body gift to them
also.

♦ 	


Universal love cross all borders
You exist in love and are held

and opens all dimensions of

♦ 	


experience to you.

in beauty - understanding this
brings healing.

♦ 	


It is the time for falling in love

with yourself.

♦ 	


The Presence of Love was with

you prior to your coming into
♦ 	


Moments of love and joy are

timeless and can fill our spirit

human form and over-lights you on
your journey. Be open to this love.

indefinitely.
♦ 	

♦ 	


Love is the cause for Creation

Beauty enables us to recognise

Divinity in ourselves and each other.

to be.
♦ 	

♦ 	


Joy instantly connects us with

our spirit and Divinity.
♦ 	


Every instance of love we have

Love is an actual ‘power’ which

we give purpose to. It is the only
agent of change
♦ 	


As we are connected to each

experienced creates a ‘body’ of light

other if one of us comes into love

about us in spirit.

then love is open to all.
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Who are the Ascended Masters?

What is the White Star Temple?

The Ascended Masters are
beings of pure love and light
that reside within the higher
dimensions of Spirit. As
such, they do not have form
though are often depicted as
human-like to make it easier
for us to identify with them.
They exist in a dimension where the primary
focus is service. Humanity has the blessing of these
beings bringing their service to us. It is their ongoing
joy to assist us on our path back to the Divine.
You can call upon the Ascended Masters to be
present with you in meditation.

The White Star Temple is an energy-pattern which
supports and provides the context for our connection
with those Ascended Masters and Archangels associated
with it. Wisdom from the Masters has been channelled
by Soltec and made available as a series of spiritual
'teachings' which you can freely explore and integrate.
The Masters bring only what will assist us to
expand our awareness and lead us into a profound love
of self. That is the journey they offer; a falling in love
with yourself, Creation and Divinity. What could be
more extraordinary! It is life-affirming, loving, joyous,
beautiful and multi-layered with no expectations
placed upon you other than to recognise your own
magnificence.

Who is SOLTEC?

Soltec makes available audio recordings
received from the Ascended Masters and
books featuring the Temple wisdom. He also
offers a free Temple podcast and more.

Soltec is an Australian channel and spiritual
teacher with over 20 years experience and
regularly facilitates meditation groups and
seminars. He has an intimate connection
with the Ascended Masters which he gladly
shares with others, assisting them to find
their own unique relationship with these
beautiful beings.

for more information go to :

www.whitestartemple.com

Podca
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